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K-12 Leaders Focus on Creating a Culture of Change in Independent Schools

First American Education Finance’s Peer Discussion worked to help independent 
schools adapt to meet the needs of a rapidly changing marketplace. 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: 

April 6, 2017 [WASHINGTON D.C.] - More than 40 education leaders from K-12 
independent schools across the country came together in Washington D.C. after the 
annual NBOA Conference as part of First American Education Finance’s inaugural K-12 
Peer Discussion. This unique peer-to-peer event was designed to help business officers 
prepare for changes that will take place in education over the next 20 years. 

Through engaging events like this, First American helps business officers navigate 
changes in education by hosting Peer Discussions that foster collaboration and 
innovation among a diverse group of schools. 

“We hope to create a unique event that brings together thought leaders and business 
officers for a great discussion that attendees find valuable in their roles as education 
leaders,” said Chad Wiedenhofer, senior vice president at First American Education 
Finance. 

Facilitator Grant Lichtman, who spent 15 years in finance operations and teaching at 
Francis Parker School in San Diego, led the collaborative discussion. He is also the 
author of the research-based book, “#EdJourney: A Roadmap to the Future of 
Education.”  

Lichtman stressed the importance of advancing schools to meet the needs of the 
constantly evolving world. The challenge is for schools to teach students how to adjust 
to the exponential curve of change. Instead of decades, innovations in technology now 
take place in years, months and even weeks. This expedited pace makes it difficult for 
humans to adapt in real time.  

“We as individuals and as large institutions are at a point of the curve that’s exceeded 
our ability to adapt in real time, and the pace is never going to reverse,” said Lichtman. 
“Ninety percent of the responsibility to prepare our society to deal with that fact is up to 
educators.” 

Lichtman also expressed that, with a wide variety of school choices, it is critical leaders 
in education progress their systems to promote innovation and engagement. He 
predicts only schools that offer differentiated learning options will survive. He states that 



	
schools must shift their operating system from teaching organizations to learning 
organizations. This philosophical shift needs to be a joint effort between administrators, 
faculty, students and parents.  
 
“This process of how we change and how are we going to differentiate ourselves needs 
to be vastly more expansive, transparent, inclusive and ongoing,” said Lichtman. 
 
Following Lichtman’s remarks, the educational leaders collaborated on ways to create a 
culture of change and determined several important themes. 
 

• Evolve the Role of the Business Officer: Business officers must lead 
conversations with faculty, students and parents centered around positive 
change and innovative ideas for the future.  
 

• Provide Professional Training: Increased funding for faculty development is 
crucial in a changing marketplace that promotes student centric learning 
environments. 

 
• Embrace New Learning Methods: Maintain a balance between virtual portals 

and recognize the importance of the physical campus for building relationships. 
 
 
Lichtman emphasized the fundamental role business officers play in shaping the future 
of their schools. 
 
“We have to be forward and outward looking, not inward and backward looking,” said 
Lichtman. “The operating system of education hasn’t been changed in 150 years, and 
yet the world is on this exponential curve of change. That’s the fundamental challenge, 
and it’s wholly relevant to business officers: What does that educational operating 
system look like, and what’s it going to look like in the future?”  
 
Video highlights from this year’s event can be found here: 
http://faeducationfinance.com/2017-PeerDiscussion-NBOA 
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